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Abstract

Graph databases are nowadays in widespread use for both scientific and industrial purposes. Graph models are also exploited in Artificial Intelligence to represent Knowledge Bases, in which the mere storage of data is paired with formal ontologies that allow us to interpret them, express constraints on them, and reason about them. While the standard practice for Knowledge Graphs is based on the RDF graph model, recently a new framework was proposed, named GraphBRAIN, based on the Labelled Property Graph model and more oriented to the DB perspective. Here we describe an API for enacting the new framework and make it available to serve the needs of independent applications interested in using knowledge bases. The API will allow ontology-compliant access to the data.
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and mining. Specifically concerning data access and manipulation, the API allows the users to issue queries using the standard Cypher language of the Neo4j DB, but automatically checking their compliance to the specified ontology/scheme\(^1\) in a way that is fully transparent to the user. We consider this a relevant added value to standard graph DB management since it allows users to create their own schemes and query their data as in traditional DBMS settings. Other features are also available in the API. GraphBRAIN ontologies and instances can be translated into Semantic Web (SW) standards, mapped onto existing SW resources, and passed to SW reasoners to perform classical tasks such as consistency checking and instance checking, or infer new knowledge. Still, being GraphBRAIN ontologies independent of the SW approaches, they can be mapped also onto other formalisms, enabling further kinds of automated reasoning (e.g., rule-based MultiStrategy reasoning).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. After reporting related work in Sec. 2 and some background in Sec. 3, in Sec. 4 we recall the GraphBRAIN formalism to define ontologies to be used as schemes for LPG-based graph DBs. Then, Sec. 5 describes the API we have developed and shows examples of its use. Sec. 6 concludes the paper and outlines future work issues.

2. Related Works

To the best of our knowledge, there is no previous attempt to integrate graph DBs and ontologies into an API. However, in many applications, the possibility of providing an API interfacing with a DB for supporting integration, management and sharing of knowledge is given.

A great interest exists in the field of medicine, in order to bring common knowledge to presumably work together for a certain objective. \([3]\) provided a web-based portal and an API to connect to a relational database for the virology community. the applications Jmol and STRAP were implemented to visualize and interact with the virus molecular structures and provide sequence–structure alignment capabilities. After extended curation practices that maintain data uniformity, a relational database based on a scheme for macromolecular structures and the APIs provided enhance the ability to perform structural bioinformatics experiments and studies on virus capsids. \([4]\) published different versions of APIs and datasets to enrich the medics community to study bacteria. \([5]\) built a high-performance database of proteins. They provided an API to query simplifying the SQL statements by means of object-oriented structures. \([6]\) developed an ontology of chemical entities of biological interest, named ChEBI, which contains a wealth of chemical data. Unlike many other resources, ChEBI is human-curated, providing a reliable, non-redundant collection of chemical entities and related data.

\([7]\) developed the Spectral Physics Environment for Advanced Remote Sensing (SPEARS) application programming interface. It is a local thermal equilibrium (LTE) spectral modelling optimized for synthesizing optical spectra from any combination of fundamental spectroscopic databases. The API facilitates the user who has to specify the following parameters: the thermodynamic state of the species (i.e. temperature, pressure, concentration), the model geometry, and the model resolution.

The added value of APIs is collaboration, that is, the possibility of creating a community which voluntarily contributes to the expansion of some source of knowledge. The technological

\(^1\)In this paper, we will use terms 'scheme' and 'ontology' interchangeably.
leaps moved the discipline of biology into a more information-based one, giving rise to new fields of study like bioinformatics. In parallel to this, algorithms and hardware need to evolve accordingly, to satisfy these growing needs. The success in solving these issues led to the development of some projects like the 1000 Genomes Project for human [8], the 1001 Genomes Project for Arabidopsis [9], and Ensembl [10].

Apart from APIs, there are different works worth to be mentioned when discussing the potential of ontologies and graph DBs.

As said, the use of graph structures is a common solution to store ontological definitions. Elbattah et al [11] compared the use of Neo4j with other DBs and/or structures, analysing the pros and cons of this well-known strategy.

Gong et al. [12] reported the case of an RDF-based ontology that is stored in an LPG-based graph, and the results are prominent when the focus is on querying, storing and scaling without worrying about inference and consistency issues.

Neo4j (and graph DBs in general), differently from ontological settings, are not intended to perform reasoning on the data. As a consequence, a DB will never be enough for keeping peculiarities of ontological purposes. To supply DBs in this task, additional features (plugins) may come in handy. Neo4j is strongly optimised to perform queries and navigate the graph rapidly. Hence, when moving from one perspective to another one will lose advantages. That is the reason why in our previous works we described the separation of concerns strategy so as to distinguish instances from schemes. Here [13] there is a survey of works related to this topic.

A traditional approach to impose constraints on the data, e.g. in Neo4j, is to use specific queries to limit or make mandatory some attributes [14]. However, in our perspective, this may be considered limiting because we cannot express relationships between higher-level concepts, expressed by labels of nodes in the graph.

Taking everything into consideration, with this work we aim to abstract from specific fields of applications, but also to leverage a very flexible database, to easily integrate different sources of knowledge. This API will allow researchers to create their own LPG-based KG, so as to take advantage of the integration of schemes without losing performance in the manipulation and management of instances.

3. Background

Graph DBs may adopt different graph models and various providers offer different implementations [15]. A major difference is in their structure. A standard graph-based model for Knowledge Representation in AI is the Resource Description Framework (RDF), where the graph is described as a set of atomic triples \( \langle S, p, O \rangle \), each establishing a relationship (arc) \( p \) between a subject resource \( S \) and an object resource or literal value \( O \) (nodes). A Property Graph [16] is a directed, edge-labelled, attributed, multi-graph [17]:

\[
G = (V, I, \omega, D, J, \gamma, P, Q, R, S)
\]

where \( V \) is a set of vertices, \( I \) a set of vertices identifiers, \( \omega : V \to I \) a function from vertices to their identifiers, \( D \) a set of directed edges, \( J \) a set of edges identifiers, \( \gamma : D \to J \) a function from edges to their identifiers, \( P \) (resp., \( R \)) the vertices (resp., edges) attributes domain and \( Q \)
Figure 1: Actors starring in Birth of a Nation

(resp., \( S \)) the domain for allowed vertices (resp., edges) attributes values. It allows representing properties on nodes, in the form of attribute-value pairs. One cannot make any assumption on the attributes available in a node unless additional constraints are introduced. The idea is to ensure flexibility: integration of knowledge is facilitated when there is no need of satisfying strict node or relationship constraints. Indeed, real-world data are often noisy, incorrect or incomplete, likely causing a cumbersome process in the integration of knowledge. Labelled PGs (LPGs) [18] evolve the PG model, so that nodes and arcs may have labels. To give an analogy with the traditional relational model, assigning a label to a node corresponds to stating that it is an instance of the class specified in the label. A node may be associated with multiple labels because in real-world scenarios not all classes are disjoint. One of the most famous graphs DBs, Neo4j\(^2\), adopts the LPG model.

Among all NoSQL DB, [19] models, graph DBs are gaining momentum both in academia and industry applications thanks to their flexible, intuitive, and interpretable structure. In Graph DBs, the data are stored in nodes, and nodes (or data blocks) may be associated with one another via connections called edges [20], relationships which provide index-free adjacency. They are described by the following main characteristics:

- the data and/or the scheme are represented by graphs, or by data structures generalizing the notion of a graph (hypergraphs or hypernodes).
- manipulation is obtained by transformations on a graph, or by operations whose main primitives are on graph features like paths, neighbourhoods, subgraphs, graph patterns, connectivity, and graph statistics.
- integrity constraints enforce data consistency. These constraints can be grouped into scheme-instance consistency, identity and referential integrity, and functional and inclusion dependencies [21].

An example of data manipulation and constraining is given in Fig. 1, that shows a fragment of the Movie dataset \(^3\) concerning the actors starring in a specific movie.

We can add a constraint about nodes labelled `Movie`, saying that the URLs of movies are unique, using Cypher:

```cypher
CREATE CONSTRAINT unique_rel FOR (n:Movie) REQUIRE n.url IS UNIQUE
```

\(^2\)https://neo4j.com/
\(^3\)https://github.com/neo4j-graph-examples/recommendations
After the activation of this constraint, trying to insert a node having an already present URL would return the following:

Node (4987) already exists with label 'Movie' and property 'url' = 'https://themoviedb.org/movie/618'

In Neo4j there are other types of constraints regarding arcs, but not nearly as powerful as ontology definitions.

Compared to previous DB models (e.g., the relational one), graph DBs are more suitable when the relationships matter more than the single data blocks. Also, the way these relationships become visible and interpretable (by names) is relevant.

Graph DBs may provide a solution to a major challenge for DB research, which is to provide a scalable architecture to support Big Data [22] domains and exploit all state-of-the-art approaches in Artificial Intelligence (AI) leveraging graph structures. The Big Data problem refers not only to the volume of data but also to their variety. Indeed, ‘volume’ and ‘variety’ are two of the five V’s [23] that distinguish problems to be included in big data scenarios from those that are not. Moreover, graph DBs often represent an obvious choice when dealing with data that are inherently organized as graphs, such as networks.

3.1. GraphBRAIN

GraphBRAIN is a knowledge base management system aimed at joining the efficiency in data handling provided LPG graph DBs, specifically Neo4j, with the expressive power of ontologies. Since Neo4j is schemaless, the ontologies would act as schemes and guide all the general CRUD operations available in traditional DB settings. They would also help to keep consistency in the graph as well as to discern the type of information that can be retrieved. Last but not least, using ontologies as schemes provide high-level and formal interpretations of the data, and enables advanced and semantic-aware automated reasoning and mining functions on them.

While standard approaches to ontology description in AI adopt the RDF graph model, GraphBRAIN defined its own formalism specifically built around the more powerful LPG model [2]. It can express the standard ontological concepts: (a hierarchy of) entities (or ‘classes’ in SW terminology), (a hierarchy of) relationships (or ‘object properties’ in SW terminology), user-defined types, and entity attributes (or ‘datatype properties’ in SW terminology). Differently from standard SW approaches, it can express attributes on both entities and relationships, it can label the nodes, and it can set several instances of the same relationship between the same pair of instances (thanks to unique identifiers automatically assigned to every node and arc in the graph). More specifically, the following mapping is established between elements of the graph and elements of the ontologies/schemes:

- entity instances are represented as nodes, labelled with the most specific class (only) to which they belong;
- relationship instances are represented as arcs, labelled with the most specific relationship (only) they express;
- literal-valued attributes of entity and relationship instances are represented as node/arc properties.
GraphBRAIN offers many services for handling both schemes and data. Regarding schemes, it allows users to create, modify and merge ontologies. Merging is based on the unique name assumption, that is, concepts sharing the same name must refer to the same concept.

Users may search, browse and modify the database content. They can also explore the available ontologies and define their own ontologies, from scratch or as a variation of existing ones. They can also run several graph mining algorithms to obtain relevant indications on the graph content. Examples of the functionalities provided by GraphBRAIN are:

- assess the relevance of nodes and arcs in the graph, and extract the most relevant ones;
- extract a portion of the graph that is relevant to some specified starting points (nodes and/or arcs);
- extract frequent patterns and associated sub-graphs;
- predict possible links between nodes;
- retrieve complex patterns of nodes and relationships;
- translate portions of the graph into a more understandable form.

Our schemes aim to also provide an abstract middle layer between representations. Storing schemes in an intermediate format (e.g. XML) gives us the possibility of moving towards other semantic directions. As an example, the intermediate format may be exported into other (formal) languages to exploit, for instance, reasoning capabilities. Formal schemes are prone to be exploited in the field of the SW [24]. In [25], a preliminary mapping between our schemes and SW schemes (serialised in the Web Ontology Language (OWL) [26]) is shown.

The SW is just one perspective that we can exploit for reasoning purposes. We are able to translate schemes into a first-order logical language (Prolog), or into the OWL language. In this perspective, by adding information about instances in the same formalism, we can implement all reasoning techniques on Knowledge Bases. All approaches come under the umbrella term “multistrategy reasoning” [27].

4. GraphBRAIN Scheme Specification

We have mentioned the capability of our solution to deal with schemes without injecting them into the graph. Schemes are stored in separate files, written in a standardised formalism.

Let us now quickly describe how GraphBRAIN ontologies/schemes are formally represented. More detailed information can be found in [28]. Compared to that description, here we refer to a newer version that allows also us to specify sub-relationships and user-defined types. GraphBRAIN schemes need identifiers for the concepts that are represented. By convention, they consist of uppercase letters, lowercase letters or decimal digits only.

GraphBRAIN schemes are expressed as XML files, organized according to the specifications of a so-called GraphBRAIN Scheme (GBS) format. A scheme consists of an XML file whose tags provide all the kinds of components in GBS ontology. In order to simplify the description of the components, we will write XML tag names in boldface, XML tag attribute names in italics and entity or relationship names in small caps. Text in plain typeface reports comments useful to understand the various elements and their behaviour. For ease of reference, we report in Figure 2 an excerpt of a GBS scheme defining the ontology for the domain of ‘computing’, and
Figure 2: Excerpt of GBS file

```
<domain name="computing" author="stefano" version="1">
  <imports>
    <import scheme="general" />
  </imports>
  <types>
    <type name="logisticOperator" datatype="select">
      <values>
        <value name="NAND" />
        <value name="AND" />
        <value name="XOR" />
      </values>
    </type>
  </types>
  <entities>
    <entity name="Award">
      <attributes>
        <attribute name="name" mandatory="true" distinguishing="true" datatype="string"/>
        <attribute name="date" mandatory="false" datatype="date"/>
        <attribute name="description" mandatory="false" datatype="text"/>
      </attributes>
    </entity>
    <entity name="ElectronicComponent">
      [...]
      <taxonomy>
        [...]
        <value name="Chip">
          <taxonomy>
            [...]
          </taxonomy>
        </value>
        <taxonomy>
          [...]
        </taxonomy>
      </taxonomy>
    </entity>
  </entities>
  <relationships>
    <relationship name="acquired" inverse="acquiredBy">
      <references>
        <reference subject="Organization" object="Organization"/>
      </references>
      <attributes>
        <attribute name="date" mandatory="false" datatype="date"/>
        <attribute name="originalPrice" mandatory="false" datatype="real"/>
      </attributes>
    </relationship>
    <relationship name="mayReplace" inverse="mayBeReplacedBy">
      <references>
        <reference subject="Component" object="Component"/>
      </references>
      <taxonomy>
        <value name="replace" inverse="isReplaced"/>
      </taxonomy>
    </relationship>
  </relationships>
</domain>
```

will use it as a running example in the rest of this section. As visible in Figure 2, the root tag in the XML is **domain** and specifies the name of the scheme in its **name** attribute.

**Schema Modularity** Each GBS scheme is intended to describe one domain. Still, to enforce modular knowledge representation, some schemes might want to reuse the elements of other, more 'basic' schemes (e.g., a scheme describing the Cultural Heritage domain might want to reuse the scheme describing the Library domain). The first (optional) section of a GBS
file, enclosed in tag imports, allows doing this. Each scheme to be imported is specified in the scheme attribute of an import tag (e.g., in Figure 2 the scheme ‘general’ is imported into ‘computing’). Should some elements of the imported scheme be unnecessary, they might be removed using delete tags in this section (a feature not used in Figure 2). Imports are transitive, that is, an imported scheme may in turn import others. Obviously, loops in importing are not allowed. When defining an element (entity or relationship) with the same name as a previously imported one, GraphBRAIN will assume they refer to the same concept, and try to merge them if compatible or raise an error. Merging involves taking the union of their attributes (attributes with the same name must be of the same type) and of their sub-classes or sub-relationships (it is forbidden that a class $X$ is a subclass of a class $Y$ in one scheme and vice-versa in the other).

In the next (again, optional) section of a GBS file, enclosed in the types tag, new datatypes can be defined for use in the entity or relationship attributes. Again, this supports reuse and modularity. Each user-defined type is enclosed in a type tag. Its name, specified in the name attribute, must be unique and will be referenced in the entity or relationship attributes. A user-defined type consists of an enumeration of values of two possible kinds (reported in the datatype attribute): ‘select’ (representing a plain list of values) or ‘tree’ (representing a hierarchy of values). The lists of values are enclosed in tag values, with each value specified in a tag value under attribute name. For ‘tree’ datatypes, tag value may recursively include nested values tags. In Figure 2, a ‘select’ type logisticOperator is defined to represent logistic operators, and used for attribute function of entity ElectronicComponent.

Entities and relationships The last two sections in a GBS file, enclosed in tags entities and relationships, allow specifying the classes and relationships of the ontology and their generalization/specialization hierarchies. The universal entity Entity and the universal relationship Relationship are the roots of their corresponding hierarchies and are abstract. We will call top-level entities and relationships starting from the first level. Top-level entities (resp. relationships) are specified using tag entity (resp. relationship). Direct specializations of a class (resp. relationship) can be specified in an optional taxonomy tag (used only if the entity or relationship has direct specializations), each enclosed in a value tag. The taxonomy tag is recursive (value tags may in turn include it if they have further direct specializations in the hierarchy. In Figure 2, top-class Award has no sub-classes, while top-class ElectronicComponent has a direct sub-class Chip, that in turn has several direct sub-classes. All classes and relationships, except abstract ones (for which attribute abstract=”true”) may have instances.

Attributes Each entity or relationship may have attributes, enclosed in the attributes tag. It is mandatory for non-abstract entities (their instances must be described by some attribute) and optional for relationships (a relationship carries information in its very linking of two instances). Each attribute is described using an attribute tag, which reports, among other information, its name (in attribute name) and type (in attribute datatype). It can take values from a primitive data type (if datatype is one of ‘integer’, ‘real’, ‘boolean’, ‘string’, ‘text’, ‘date’), an enumeration (if datatype is ‘select’ or ‘tree’, following the same specification as for user-defined data types), a user-defined type (if datatype is the name of a user-defined type) or an instance of another class in ontology (if datatype is ‘entity’, in which case attribute target specifies the
class). Attributes of type ‘entity’ are represented in the graph as arcs connecting the class instance to the other entity’s instance; the same happens for dates, where the target entity is one of the GraphBRAIN pre-defined classes Day, Month or Year. These actually represent 1:1 (i.e., functional) relationships between an instance of the entity and an instance of the target entity. As usual in generalization taxonomies (e.g., in the Object Oriented programming paradigm [29] or in ontologies [30]), sub-classes and sub-relationships inherit the attributes of all their generalizations.

**Subject-Object pairs** Relationships must also express their subject and object entities [31] (or ‘domain’ and ‘range’, using SW terminology). Relationships with the same name may be established between different pairs of entities. The set of pairs is enclosed in a references tag, within which each pair is specified by a reference tag, whose subject and object attributes specify the two classes. Note that the pairs are independent of each other, so they actually identify different relationships (in SW approaches they should get different names). Sub-relationships inherit all references from the parent (clearly, subjects and objects of sub-relationships must be the same as the subjects or objects of their parents, or subclasses thereof). In Figure 2, relationship mayReplace may be established between two ElectronicComponents and has a sub-relationship replace.

5. API

While a Web application is available to interactively query, explore and modify a GraphBRAIN knowledge graph\(^4\), our objective is to make the technology available to other applications. If powered by GraphBRAIN, these applications might boost their effectiveness, and provide new and advanced support to their users. To this aim, we propose an API providing all GraphBRAIN functionality, from ontology definition to ontology-based data access and manipulation, from semantic aware data mining to automated human-like reasoning on the available knowledge. The first prototype of the API was developed in Java language, obtaining a jar that can be imported as a library in Java applications and used to obtain the GraphBRAIN functionality.

**5.1. Functionality**

Development of the GraphBRAIN API is an ongoing project. We will list and describe here the functions that are already fully implemented. A first requirement was that the API must provide at least all the functions that are available in the interface, as a direct query or by a combination of queries. Every function in the API must guarantee consistency in the DB. Hence, creations and updates of nodes, relationships, and attributes are guided by the scheme previously created through the API itself.

We implemented first the most general CRUD operations, common to all DB applications, both for the instances (the content of the DB):

- **login**: login to a specific instance of Neo4j by providing the URL and credentials (user, password).

\(^4\)Available at http://193.204.187.73:8088/GraphBRAIN/
• create node: create a node by assigning it a label (and optionally properties).
• connect two nodes with an arc: create an arc by specifying properties that identify the subject and object of the relationship.
• create arc(s): same functionality as the previous one but not limiting the case to a 1 to 1 relationship.
• delete node/arc: delete node/arc by specifying its properties.
• filter nodes/arcs: return list of nodes/arcs identified by specific properties.
• get node/relationship info: return info about a specific node/relationship by specifying known properties.

and for scheme/ontology definition:

• load scheme: load an entire GBS or OWL scheme.
• create/rename/delete class: add, rename or remove a class to/in/from the ontology.
• create/rename/delete relationship: add, rename or remove a relationship to/in/from the ontology.
• create attribute: create an attribute by specifying at least its name and type.
• add/remove attribute to/from class: add/remove a previously-generated attribute to a class.
• add/remove attribute to/from relationship: add/remove a previously-generated attribute to a relationship.

The possibility of loading an external scheme/ontology is of paramount importance to not create from scratch large state-of-the-art ontologies. The API allows importing ontologies in GBS formalism or in the standard OWL language. OWL may express more complex constraints but in our settings we just import what the GBS scheme allows, ignoring the rest. Moreover, the API can export the ontology and (a portion of) the graph to OWL/RDF. This allows us to exploit OWL reasoners to perform common inference operations like instance checking, ontology consistency and so on. For instance, the signature of the methods to load an entire schema is:

(i) public DomainData(String domainName, File file)
(ii) public static DomainData readOWL(String filePath)

DomainData is the Java class that stores an entire schema. It stores two hierarchies (classes and relationships), and for each class (resp., relationship) information about their attributes. Both methods return a DomainData object: (i) takes the name of the domain and a GBS file, (ii) takes the path of the OWL source.

5.2. Technicalities

The API requires the (local or online) URL of a Neo4j instance to be queried, and associated access credentials. Then, given a GBS schema and a query in Cypher language, it presents the result to the user only if the query is scheme-compliant, just like in traditional DBs. For the sake of simplicity, but without loss of generality, we will show how it works for the following query, which represents the basic building block of all Cypher queries:

MATCH (n : lN {pN}) −[r : tR {pR}] − >(m: lM{pM}) RETURN n .qN, r . qR ,m.qM
meaning: “Return properties $q_N, q_R, q_M$ of nodes $n, m$ and arc $r$, respectively, such that $n$ and $m$ are connected by arc $r$ and $n, m$ and $r$ have the specified labels $l_N, l_R, l_M$ and property values $p_N, p_R, p_M$, respectively”.

The general strategy is as follows: the variables (aliases) used in the query to name the subject, relationship and object are identified, and the labels and properties associated with them are extracted. Then, the ontology is consulted to check if relationship $t_R$ is valid between classes $l_N$ and $l_M$ or their generalizations, in which case the ontology is consulted again to check if the properties are valid for the three components (or for their generalizations). If so, the query is finally issued, and the results are collected and returned.

The API parses the query to extract its building blocks and creates a map structure in which the keys are the aliases and the attributes store all information about them. So, the first objective is identifying the aliases. The API first parses the query to distinguish the pattern-matching clause, introduced by the keyword MATCH, from the results clause, introduced by the keyword RETURN. The aliases are located in the former. So, the former is further split, based on a pair of square brackets that enclose the relationship. In the resulting 3 parts, the aliases are identified because they are the identifiers that precede the colon :. The labels of the aliases are recognized because they follow the colon; in turn, they are followed by the properties, recognized because delimited by braces { and }. Then, additional properties associated with the aliases are located in the results clause. They are associated with their respective aliases, connected to them by a dot . and separated by commas ,. These properties are added to the list of properties of the aliases, if not already present.

5.3. Use Examples

Here we show two examples of applications of our API. These examples were run on the online DB available with the GraphBRAIN Web Application, and the ontology/scheme retrocomputing, also available in the Web Application, which concerns the history of computing.

The former example regards the execution of a query on an existing DB according to a given scheme. Using the API we loaded the ontology by specifying the path of its GBS file. This is the straightforward way when we already have a scheme. After loading, we may modify the scheme but we focus now on the graph querying. This is the query example we gave:

\[
\text{MATCH \{n: Person \{name: 'Donald', surname: 'Michie'\} -[r: developed \{role : 'author'\}]->(m: Book\{language: 'ita'\}\} RETURN n.name, n.surname, r.role, m.title} \\
\]

asking the DB for all the books in the Italian language written by Donald Michie as the author. The API parses the query and identifies 3 variables: two nodes $n, m$ and an arc $r$, such that the label of $n$ is Person, the label of $m$ is Book and the type of $r$ is developed. It looks at the ontology for a relationship Person.developed.Book and realizes that, while it does not exist, Person.Document is a valid subject-object pair for relationship developed, where Document is a superclass of Book. So far, so good. Now, for each such element, the ontology is queried to check whether the specified attributes are valid. In fact, the ontology confirms that attributes name and surname are specified for entity Person, attributes language and title are specified for entity Document (and thus inherited by subclass Book), and attribute role is specified for relationship developed. So, the query is run and the following result is returned:
In the other example, we show how we can move from the graph DB perspective to the SW one by mapping schemes and instances onto an OWL/RDF-based representation, and executing an SW reasoner. For the latter task, we used the OWL API\(^5\), which is compatible with Java, and makes available various SW reasoners, including Pellet\(^6\). Since mapping a large number of instances may require a big computational effort, without loss of generality, we exported only a portion of the whole graph. To demonstrate the versatility of our solution, the second use case exploits an external ontology regarding tourism\(^6\). To this KB, some Italian instances have been added in order to create value from reasoning. The exported portion was obtained starting from a specified node (purposely chosen to belong to the Hotel class specified in the ontology) and taking all its neighbouring within a fixed maximum number \(k\) of hops from it. Here we chose \(k = 2\). Then we performed the following reasoning tasks, concerning both the exported instances and the scheme: ontology consistency, subclasses of a class, atoms inferences.

Here is an extract of the results provided by Pellet.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Is the ontology consistent?</th>
<th>True</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Is it consistent?</td>
<td>True</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Subclasses of Site:

Nodeset [Node( <http://www.semanticweb.org/ontologies/Hotel.owl#Park> ), Node( <http://www.semanticweb.org/ontologies/Hotel.owl#Hotel_3_Stars> ), Node( <http://www.semanticweb.org/ontologies/Hotel.owl#Fire_Station> ), Node( <http://www.semanticweb.org/ontologies/Hotel.owl#Hotel> ), Node( <http://www.semanticweb.org/ontologies/Hotel.owl#Subway_Station> ), ...]

Axiom: \(-\) SubClassOf( <http://www.semanticweb.org/ontologies/Hotel.owl#WI-FI> , <http://www.semanticweb.org/ontologies/Hotel.owl#Public_facility> )

Is axiom entailed by reasoner? : - true
Is axiom contained in ontology? : - true
No. of Explanations : - 1
Explanation : - [SubClassOf( <http://www.semanticweb.org/ontologies/Hotel.owl#WI-FI> , <http://www.semanticweb.org/ontologies/Hotel.owl#Public_facility> )]

The reasoner confirmed KB consistency, built using the online ontology and schema-compliant data loaded into GraphBRAIN. It correctly recognized subclasses and provided axioms based on ontological hierarchy since no external rules were introduced.

6. Conclusion and Future Work

Graph DBs are becoming increasingly popular for industrial and research purposes. However, their lack of schemes hampers data interpretability and semantic operations. To address this, the GraphBRAIN framework offers a solution by introducing LPG-compatible ontologies for Neo4j, transforming the DB into a comprehensive knowledge base. The paper presents an API that allows applications to easily construct, refine, and reuse ontologies, enabling seamless access and manipulation of data. Future developments include expanding functionalities, language support (Python), and a full-fledged integration with standard Semantic Web tools.

\(^5\)https://owlapi.sourceforge.net/
\(^6\)http://www.di.uniba.it/lisi/ontologies/OnTourism.owl
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